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WELCOME MEMBERS
We are pleased to welcome the following 103 new and renewing members to our group.
Dennis Anderson
Bill Attwell
Greg Atwell
Amy Bankovic
Carl Barthuly
Paul Batterton
Allan Beck
Donavan Bennett - Smith
Bernard Billon
Conrad Bitely
Loyd Blankenship
Franck Bodo
Jim Broderick
Howard Bromley
Judy Budnick
Michael Campbell
Keith Cler
William Cummins
Ron Davis
Mark Dechand
Greg Decoteau
Wyeth Dominguez
Ke Ting Du
Patrick Dubuc
Jim Edmondson
Paul Ellison
Kristie Embree
Lee Ethetton
Richard Finley
Leslie Flynn
Uri Freno
Uri Freno
Peter Gawreluk
Lisa Glaser
Homero Gouveia
Kevin Grizard
Steve Hanson
Ed Harris
Richard Hartigan
Harold Helton
Roger Hill
Kathryn Hitchcock
William Holliday
Cristian Horghidan
Marsh Howard
William Hranka
Randy Jacobson
Alexander Johnston
Becky King
Felix Kirchhofer
Felix Kirchhofer
Kathleen Koch
David (Whitey) Landry

CA
ON
WA
IL
MT
TX
ID
AK
AIN
MI
TX
Oise
CA
TN
OH
IL
IL
AL
IA
KS
ID
NJ
Jiangsu
QC
BANES
OH
MN
TX
ID
NV
BC
BC
AL
IA

US
CA
AU
US
US
US
US
US
FR
US
US
FR
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
TW
CA
GB
US
US
US
US
US
CA
CA
US
US

CA
DE
AL
QLD
AZ
OH
NC
TX
Suceava
GA
OR
CA
WI
MA
CH
Zurich
GA
MT

US
US
US
AU
US
US
US
US
RO
US
US
US
US
US
SE
SW
US
US

Caleb Landry
Donald Laufer
Vickie Leahy
John Lee
Diana Len
Diana Len
Elayne Luer
Dan Lynch
Thomas Marcum
Charles Mc Coy
David McGregor
Jacqueline Mee
Tom Mitchell
Arthur Morton
Michael O'Neill
Mark Oros
Ian Perry
Francis Peters
Greg Przybylski
Mary Rafferty
Mark Rampel
Thomas Reeves
Steve Richards
Steve Richards
Don Richardson
Bob Ritchie
Joyce Roth
Dale Ruperd
Carl Shearer
James Sholes
Charles Shupe
Stephen Smith
Ivan Smith
Virginia Steele
Beth Stier
Vern Swenson
Sean Taylor
Darren Thompson
Torben Tildeberg
Frank Toth
Thanh Trung Phan
Vlad Tsikhotskyy
Belinda Van Straaten
Christian Wall
Robert White
Michael Williams
David Woolley
John Wright
Wyatt Yeager
Graham Young

NC
PA
AZ
TX
FL
FL
CA
TN
IN
TX
NC
NH
FL
KY
WA
NY
AZ
CA
CA
CA
NC
CA
OK
OK
AZ
ME
CO
ID
BC
CO
CA
Tyneside
MI
IN
MI
OR
Glasgow
WA
Varmland
VA
Hanoi
WA
Noord
AZ
OR
UT
VA
KY
CA
VIC

US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
CA
US
US
GB
US
US
US
US
Scotland
US
SE
US
VN
US
Holland
US
US
US
US
US
US
AU

Member Dues, Application & Renewal
Please help us grow by encouraging your fellow faceters to join the USFG. Membership dues are an incredibly reasonable $18 per
year (USD) and can be paid via PayPal or a check made out to the USFG Treasurer. Go to https://usfacetersguild.org and follow the
instructions for new or renewing members.
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Editor’s Corner
Dennis Anderson, Editor
This is the final newsletter for my two-year term as Editor. I have greatly enjoyed pulling together
information about our great hobby or avocation, depending on how you address faceting. We have
been very fortunate to have contributors from a wide number of places in the world who were
willing to write very interesting articles. This issue is no exception. Although the impact on faceting
from COVID-19 has stopped a lot of our normal social activities, there also was a dramatic increase in
faceting offerings from those living in their homes. There were some very good Internet videos made
by our talented faceting peers and we had some great video ZOOM meetings to share our
knowledge. I trust that we will see these video meetings continue and support more useful sharing of
information and products. For those that have ideas along these lines please contact the USFG
officers with suggestions and offer to help make videos to share. You are going to like the ongoing
newsletters because Jessica White is taking over and is very skilled in making a great looking and
informative newsletter. Don’t forget to share information, articles and contact information with her
to let her gather great material for this newsletter.

Jessica White, Associate Editor
I want to thank Dennis, who has been generous with his time and
knowledge, and has me well-prepared me to take over the role of
Editor. I hope he doesn’t fuss too much when I ask him to write
articles!
Speaking of which, if any of you would like to write an article for
our newsletter, or if you have a topic that you’d like to see,
please let me know at editor@usfacetersguild.org, and I’ll be
happy to do the legwork.
Happy New Year, and congrats to everyone who earned their
rank in the 2020 Single Stone Cutting Competition. Cheers!
Now back to cutting!

On the dop this week...
© The United States Faceters Guild, December 2020 ................................................................ Page 4
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President’s Message:
Tom Mitchell
Greetings to All,
It has been an event filled year for the USFG.
Our officers and board members have
changed considerably.
We have a new Secretary, Sherri Houston,
who has been doing an amazing job. One of
the responsibilities that she took over was the printing and engraving of Single Stone Competition
certificates and awards. I know how big that job is, because I have done it for the past two years.
Thank you, Sherri.
We also have a new Treasurer, Tom Halstead, who took over the reins of handling our funds. Tom, is
officially retired now. But he comes to us with extensive experience in managing a company. So, he
is a great fit. Thank you, Tom.
Then there’s our new Web Master, Don Williams, who comes to us with IT experience from his prior
military career. It is a joy to have someone who knows what to do handling our website. Thank you,
Don.
In addition to Don Williams, there are also three additional new Board Members, Jason Delk, Ryan
Quantz and Casey Trump. Jason is a very experienced faceter who has published several seminars
about faceting, on line. Good stuff, Jason. Ryan participated as a presenter in our virtual Franklin
Faceters Symposium with a presentation comparing Gem Cut Studio to Gem Cad and Gem Ray. Well
done, Ryan. Casey trained last year to become a Judge and executed those duties for the first time in
this year’s Novice division of the Single Stone Contest. Very well done and thank you, Casey.
Of course, I can’t forget to mention the outstanding contribution provided by our illustrious
Newsletter Editor, Dennis Anderson. He continues to amaze us with his outstanding newsletter
prowess and now he has taken on an apprentice, Jessica White, who will be taking over as Newsletter
Editor. We look forward to her talented contributions to the Newsletter going forward. In fact, I have
it from a good authority that she may have had something to do with this newsletter. Many thanks,
Dennis and we look forward to your continued contributions, Jessica.
Due to the COVID crisis, we decided not to host a live event in Franklin, North Carolina this year.
Instead, Dan Lynch and Kell Hymer, established a Facebook page “USFG – United States Faceters
Guild” and put together two days of presentations on Facebook. Absolutely amazing, gentlemen.
(Continued on page 6)
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(President’s Message, Continued from page 5)

You did an outstanding job. This Facebook page continues to be a favorite meeting spot for the
social media faceting crowd. Again, thank you, gentlemen. That reminds me, the word has it, that
we may be doing a virtual Tucson event this coming January or February, hosted by these same two
social media stars.
Our Single Stone Contest team consisting of myself, Dan Lynch, Dennis Anderson, Bill Poland, Jeff
Theesfeld, Kell Hymer, Arya Akhavan, Ryan Quantz, Jason Delk and Sherri Houston. We have all been
busy picking out designs, creating judging paperwork, converting the designs to fit the required
material, converting the designs into PDF’s and test cutting the designs. We have a great line up of
designs for this year’s Single Stone Competition as you will see later in this newsletter and on our
website.
This year’s 2020 Single Stone Contest was well attended. There were 59 entries this year, with 22
foreign entries, including 1 from Sweden, 1 from Turkey, 1 from Canada, 1 from Viet Nam, 2 from
France, 2 from Australia and 14 from Taiwan. In total 35 of these contestants certified in their
respective groups. More details follow in this newsletter.
On a sad note, we lost an icon in the faceting world with the passing of Glenn Klein. He competed in
and won several of the International Faceting Challenge events put on by the Australian Faceters
Guild and he was the USFG Historian for several years. He was around when the USFG got started in
1994. Our current Historian, Jeff Theesfeld, will be saying more about Glenn in this newsletter.
One of Glenn’s dreams was to establish a faceters museum that was worthy of the Smithsonian. We
are continuing to work toward that dream. Bill Poland has established a faceters museum and has
obtained space for the items we have collected so far in his gem club’s museum in Jacksonville,
Florida. Much of what we have collected for the museum came from Glenn. This collection includes
historical equipment from Stanley Lapidary Company (the creator of Ultra Tec faceting machines), a
Exakta Faceting Machine (one of only 5 ever made), a Lee Faceting Machine and a treasure trove of
notes from the first Secretary Robert Strepp along with one of his International Challenge stones, and
our current historian has what’s left of Glenn Klein’s cut stone collection. We have also learned that
there are other historic collections of faceting artifacts located throughout the USA that are
associated with other legends from the early days of faceting in the United States. Bill Poland has
been the driving force of this project. Ultimately, we would love to make Glenn’s dream come true to
have a faceting museum set up at the Smithsonian. Consequently, I had a brief conversation with
representatives of the Smithsonian this past February regarding this dream and they responded very
favorably.
(Continued on page 7)
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(President’s Message, Continued from page 6)

One of the things that I have personally worked hard on is making sure that the Single Stone Contest
continues as a benchmark of excellence for the international faceting community. Part of my efforts
have been to establish written Judging and Stone Handling training and procedures. Even today I am
doing some fine tuning on these procedures. Prior to this, there has never been an official training
program or written procedure. When the second to the last of the experienced Judges stepped
down, I knew it had to get done. So, last year I attended Judge training with our last remaining
experienced Judge, Ewing Evans. As a result of what I leaned, I then spent much of the rest of the
year and part of this year putting together written procedures for the Judges.
For Stone Handling, I wasn’t completely aware of what needed to take place till I found myself
dealing with the re-do of the Novice Stone portion of the 2019 SSC. What transpired there was that
one of the Judges failed to notify the USFG that he had moved to another state. So, when it came
time to send the stones to the Judge, they went to the wrong address and were ultimately lost. So,
when I took over as Stone Handler for the re-do of the Novice Contest, I learned what it took to get
the job done. One thing that has been initiated as a result of this learning process is that we now
have a procedure which requires the Judges to sign a contract indicating that they are willing to
perform the duties and requiring them to list their current address. This will be a requirement for all
Judges going forward. In fact, all the Judges for the 2020 SSC had to sign and return this contract
before the stones were sent out to them. And as a result of my work, we now have written Stone
Handler Procedures that will guide Stone Handlers in the future. From this point forward there are
clear and concise procedures for all future Stone Handlers to follow.
This will be my last Presidents Message as my term of service will be up on January 31, 2021. It has
indeed been a great honor to serve this organization and to work with such dedicated and talented
Officers and Board Members and I hope my efforts have helped to guide this organization into a very
bright future.
Most years, my wife and I send out a lengthy holiday letter, with pictures and lists of places that we
went and the things we did. But this year we are sending out a simple card with a graphical
representation of Christmas tree above the numbers in large text “2020” and the message that says
“Well That Was Interesting”. I don’t know what was more depressing, COVID-19, the riots or the
election. As this particularly stressful year comes to a close, I can only hope and pray that your
health and safety continues. Here's wishing all of you a very happy, safe and healthy Holiday Season
and an unprecedented positive and prosperous New Year.
Best Regards,
Tom Mitchell, President
United States Faceters Guild
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Glenn Klein Tribute

Glenn Klein was one of the original founders of the Unites States Faceters Guild. He was the author
of four books, a photographer, historian, graduate GIA gemologist, and winner of many national
and international faceting competition awards. In his younger days, Glenn was also
a commercial pilot with flight instructor land & sea airplane ratings, as well as an instrument flying
rating.
His books included: “Faceting History”, “Evolution of Facet Machines”, “Luck
and Timing”, as well as “Faceting Articles, Designs & Pictures”
You can get a glimpse into Glenn’s real nature, and character, by reading “Luck
and Timing”. Glenn’s life experiences, especially his piloting days, were a fine
example of his risk vs. reward style. He was a master at finding the joy in
every life experience. I also know that he felt he was lucky at every time of his
life, especially when he met his wife, Rhoda.
The USFG is lucky to have Glenn’s gems in our Museum Collection. This will ensure Glenn’s legacy is
never forgotten. One gem in this collection was his favorite—He called it “Star Man”. It represents
every aspect of Glenn’s creativity, and attention to detail.
Glenn was an inspiration to many faceters throughout the world. He was one of the most
accomplished competition faceters of our time. He was a mentor, and a friend. His laugh was easily
recognized, and unforgettable. He will be greatly missed by friends, family and all of the USFG
community.
Jeff Theesfeld
USFG Historian

“Star Man” by Glenn Klein
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2020 Single Stone Competition Results
The judging is over for the 2020 Single Stone Competition and the stones are on their way back to
the contestants. We had an excellent turnout for the contest this year.
There were 22 foreign entries, which included 1 from Sweden, 1 from Turkey, 1 from Canada, 1 from
Viet Nam, 2 from France, 2 from Australia and 14 from Taiwan.
There were 59 entries this year, with our largest entry group being the Novice group, the second
largest being the Master group, the third being the Pre-Master group and followed close behind by
the Grand Master group. A total of 35 contestants certified in their respective categories. We had a
tie for first place in the Pre-Master group and 1 entrant in the Novice group had a perfect score.
Congratulations to Novice, Matthew Maxfield, from Utah, for his perfect score.
Regretfully, there were 3 stones that were disqualified, 1 because they did not cut the Plan View and
2 because they did not cut the required material for their class. One potential entrant had their stone
returned because it was received after the deadline and because they filled out the wrong entry
form, they paid the wrong amount and they sent the stone initially to the wrong stone handler. I
encourage these entrants to try again next year and make sure to read the entry requirements and
stone cutting instructions very carefully before entering.

75% of the Novice entrants qualified for certification. 62% of the Pre-Master entrants qualified for
certification 21% of the Master entrants qualified for certification
75% of the Grand Master entrants qualified for certification
Unfortunately, there was a very low success rate in the Master division. The primary issue with many
of the Master entrant stones was the pitting and scratches that existed. This class cut and polished
corundum, which is often subject to an “Orange Peel” effect, when using a 1200 grit lap. One way to
avoid this problem is to skip the 1200 grit lap and go straight to a 3000 grit or finer lap to accomplish
the prepolish stage. Working with corundum is one of those stones that takes a little more practice to
become accomplished with it. Next year’s Master division will be cutting another stone with
particular qualities that require knowledge of the material and practice. It is highly recommended
that you learn as much as you can about the material and how to address its particular qualities.
Then do several test cuts before you take on the competition stone. Another thing that you may
notice is that only one of the three Master competitors who certified received an award. The reason
is that, in each class there is a minimum score that must be met to qualify for an award. In the
Master division, the minimum qualifying score to receive an award is 95 points or higher and only
one of these three Master competitors scored above 95 points.
(Continued on page 10)
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(2020 Single Stone Competition Results, Continued from page 9)

One more point to make is that, if you are entering the Novice division, you are always allowed to
choose the material to cut. However, you should avoid choosing X-cubes for your competition stone.
Even though they produce outstanding dispersion, they have one flaw which will count against you in
a competition. That flaw is that they consist of 4 prisms glued or fused together and where these
glued or fused plane break the surface of your facets you will be charged a 1-point 100% error. We
had one unfortunate contestant who was charged over 20 points for this very reason. If they had not
cut an X-cube, they would have had an exceptionally high score. So, for future competitions, avoid
choosing an X-cube as your competition entry.
Here is the list of winners and certified faceters from this year’s Single Stone Contest:
Novice Division (Score 85 or higher to certify and 90 or higher to receive awards)
Name

Score

Residence

Place

Matthew Maxfield

100

Utah

1st

Hank Lu

99.5752

Taiwan

2nd

Vernon Tang

98.7257

Taiwan

3rd

Stefan Zuefeldt

98.0885

Texas

Kowei Tsai

97.0265

Taiwan

R. Bryan Aaron

97.0265

North Carolina

Tony Chang

96.6017

Taiwan

Don Bartholomew

94.9026

Utah

Wu, Ai-Lien

94.0530

Taiwan

Liam Schnell

93.8406

Texas

Maureen Allen

93.2035

Texas

Rachael Mantilla

92.1415

Florida

Don Price

91.2920

Florida

Jeremy Slay

90.2920

Tennessee

Thomas Halstead

89.5928

Florida

(Continued on page 11)
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(2020 Single Stone Competition Results Continued from page 10)

Pre-Master (Score 90 or higher to certify and 93 or higher to receive awards)
Name

Score

Residence

Place

Ozgecan Sancak
98.3054
Turkey
1st
Pavane Liu
98.3054
Taiwan
1st
Yoyo Xue
97.7406
California
2nd
Melvin Knowlton
94.3515
Florida
3rd
Curtis Yackimec
93.5984
Canada
Alexandra Sundell
93.2218
Sweden
Stewart Wilson, Jr.
93.2218
Oregon
Richard Thompson
92.0921
California
Master (Score 93 or higher to certify and 95 or higher to receive awards)
Name

Score

Residence

Place

Jack Chong
98.7292
California
1st
Colin Wright
93.4643
Australia
Lei Tong Zhuang
93.2827
Taiwan
Grand Master (Score 95 or higher to certify and 98 or higher to receive awards)

Name
Daniel Hu
Man Ling Liao
James Clark
Jack Freeman
Carmina Orilla
Noah Xiao
Frank Woodward
Ron Davis
Lionel Bailey

Score
99.8185
99.2738
98.5471
98.1845
97.8214
97.6399
96.7321
96.0060
95.4613

Residence
Taiwan
Taiwan
Arizona
Arizona
California
Taiwan
Australia
Iowa
France

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

Congratulations to all who won and to all who certified. Please keep competing.
Thank you to all who participated in the 2020 Single Stone Contest put on by the United States
Faceters Guild. We encourage you all to keep improving and we look forward to seeing your
competition stones next year.
Sincerely,
Tom Mitchell, President, Stone Handler and Pre-Master Judge United States Faceters Guild
(Continued on page 12)
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2021 USFG SSC Entry Form
To participate in this contest, you must belong to the United States Faceters Guild. Annual dues are $18.00
USD. If you have not joined the USFG you may enroll by downloading the membership application on our
website, https://usfacetersguild.org/become-a-member/ and include your payment, with this entry form.
Please include a signed copy of this form and the entry fee with your stone Return postage and packaging
are now INCLUDED in your entry fee. All returns in the United States will be sent by Priority Mail with
tracking. All international returns will be sent 1st Class Registered Mail.
Please provide the following information and PRINT VERY CLEARLY USING ENGLISH CHARACTERS:
Name: First ______________________ Middle ________________ Last __________________________
Name you want on your certificate: ________________________________________________________
Return Street Address: __________________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip, Country: _________________________________________________________________
Phone Number: ____________________Email Address: _______________________________________

Competition Class or Division
Division (circle one):
USA Entry Fee*:
International Entry Fees**:

Novice
$8.00
USD $30.00

Pre-Master
$33.00
USD $55.00

Master
$33.00
USD $55.00

Grand Master
$33.00
USD $55.00

Please make check out to USFG or United States Faceters Guild
*USA entry fees include return handling and shipping by Priority Mail with tracking.
**International Entry Fee includes return handling and shipping by 1st Class Registered Mail.

Please check here if fee was paid through PayPal [ ]
Stone Data:

Stone Size ________________________________ Stone Weight ______________________
Stone Species (type) ________________________ Stone Color________________________
Faceting Machine Used: ___________________________________________________________________
Your current USFG certification level? (circle one): None Novice
Master

Pre-Master

Master

Grand

Signature*: ___________________________________________________ Date: ____________________
*Your signature is required and it indicates that you accept the Rules and Conditions of the USFG competition, and that you hold
harmless the USFG, Judges and Staff from any liability due to the loss of or damage to your stone.

Mail your stone to the Stone Handler:

Bill Poland
12025 Hammock Oaks Drive
Jacksonville, FL 32223
USA
Email: poland@comcast.net
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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) about the
USFG Single Stone Competition
1. This is a closed competition; cutters must be current members of the USFG. For non-members or
former members, membership application fees or renewals may be submitted with the cutter’s
entry, or online at https://usfacetersguild.org/become-a-member/
2. This is a single stone event. Cutters may not enter multiple stones and they may not enter more
than one class or division.
3. Cutters may not enter stones in a class or division below their prior certifications levels.
4. If you are certified in the Grand Master Class, you must continue to compete in the Grand Master
class.
5. Entry deadline is August 30, 2021. Stones must be received at the Stone Handler’s location by
that date. Stones received after that date and stones sent to the wrong Stone Handler address
will be returned and will not be accepted for the 2021 Single Stone Competition.
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USFG 2021 Novice Cutting Notes

The 2021 Novice stone is an excellent pattern and very obtainable for first time entrants and those
looking to quality in the category. I cut the sample stone in Ametrine (quartz) because I had a piece
sitting around about the right size. For this category however, choice of material is up to you.
Advice on material would be to choose something you can polish very well and that is very clean.
Synthetics are often good for the novice category as you don’t have to deal with any internal
inclusions or stress issues. Also, quartz can be notoriously difficult to get a great polish on for many
(even at advanced levels) so you may want to avoid that species. You may notice that quartz is used
on a regular basis for upper categories in the competition for this reason. (Editor’s Note: Avoid using Xcube for your cutting material. X-cube is composed of four prisms glued or fused together. Wherever these fuse
plains break the surface of your facets you will be charged a 1 point 100% error.)

The cutting is pretty straight forward, but you’ll notice that it’s a bit off from what a standard round
would be – you’re not cutting on the 3-9s, but rather on 4-8s instead. Outside of that this is a pretty
standard and easy stone to cut.
To qualify in the category, pay close attention to your stone width which needs to come in at 12.0mm
with a +/- variance of 0.3mm and also your girdle width at 0.5mm with a +/- variance of 0.3mm.
Both should be very achievable, but many applicants get points deducted for not paying close
attention to these two areas.
For the pavilion, you’ll start cutting to a temporary center point which will be cut away with your P2s.
If your machine doesn’t have the ability to cut to 43.90°, use 44° (you should be fine). Same on the
crown – don’t worry about 35.99° (use 36°) or 19.01° (use 19°) if you’re not on a machine that easily
hits those percentages.
There were no issues with the cutting sequence or any of the steps that should cause problems. I cut
the sample stone in about an hour. Of course, I wasn’t turning it in to be graded. So take your time,
make sure your girdle is level, and meets all come together. Focus on getting all your pits and tiny
scratches out on polish and you’ll be receiving your qualifying certificate.
Good luck!
Dan Lynch
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USFG 2021 Pre-Master Cutting Notes

Gazebo Square Emerald cut, design by: Jim Perkins
For this year’s “Pre-Master” test cut I used a light blue Synthetic Spinel. This result was a very
pleasing stone that my wife immediately fell in love with and will be wearing soon. I believe that you
too will produce a very lovely stone suitable for mounting and wearing. The high RI of the Spinel
stone, if cut to the documented angles and polished sufficiently, will insure a bright and sparkling
stone you will be proud to show to your friends.
This year’s stone cut has a “preform”, and If you haven’t worked with preforms before, you will be
delighted with this one. This preform not only defines the final girdle outline, but allows early sizing
for the required stone Width. Once the proper stone Width is established, the corner cuts will be
automatically cut to the proper dimensions.

After the Preform, the next step is to cut the P1’s and P2’s. The P1 cuts are simple enough and they
define a new and Permanent Center Point (PCP), but to wind up with a winning stone you will have to
be extremely accurate and bring all of them in to a single culet point. Remember that any faults that
you make early on will be magnified in subsequent cuts that depend on them being accurate. The
P2’s will come down to meet the Girdle. Next cut the P3’s. The P3’s will overcut the P2’s which
previously overcut the preforms giving a layered look. Pay careful attention to the corners at the
girdle as there are a number of facets meeting at those corners. Complete the pavilion by cutting the
P4’s. Again, pay close attention to the meet points at the corners.
Now it is time to polish the pavilion. I used a Lightning lap 3000 for my initial polish and then
switched to a Darkside lap with 50,000 diamond followed by 100,00 diamond to complete the
process. As you are probably aware by now, Spinel will not polish with Cerium oxide. However, what
you choose to polish with is up to you.
A word about the transfer process. It is very important to get a well lined up cross-dop. Spend a good
deal of time making sure that you are satisfied that the girdle being produced with the crown C1
facets will be parallel with the one produced with the pavilion P3 and P4 facets. Of course, you will
also need to pay very close attention to get the girdle thickness as close as possible to the required
thickness. After the C1’s have been cut, I generally do not use anything coarser than a 1200 grit lap.
The C2’s, C3s and C4’s should remind you of the pavilion facets – a lot of facets coming together at a
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(USFG 2021 Pre-Master Cutting Notes, continued from page 17)

common meet point. The more accurate you are with these facets, the easier the remaining cutting
and polishing will go. The C5 cuts are at an angle of 12 degrees. With my equipment, this is a very
hard angle - (I use a Facetron). The old phrase – “cut a little, look a lot” - should be well followed.
Remember you are not looking for an OK cut, you are looking for a great cut! Again, watch the meets.
Take your time an do not overcut….
Finally, take your time to cut and polish the Crown, making sure that it meets at the intersections of
the C3, C4, and C5 facets. You will be surprised at the sparkle.

This stone should test both your skills and your patience. Don’t rush! Take your time and remember
to have FUN! You should be able to produce a beautifully faceted and polished stone that you will be
proud to share with your friends and family.
Good Luck!
Bill Poland
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USFG 2021 Master Cutting Notes

Originally cut for the New Mexico Faceters Guild Historical Collection by Nancy Attaway

Cutting the NMFG Attaway Old Mine introduces the typical topaz challenges. The cutter must identify
the primary cleavage plane, and orient the gem in such a way to avoid the plane by about 10
degrees. There are many write-ups for how to orient topaz, and the cutter should become familiar
with them.
As long as the rough has adequate depth, the meet-point cutting sequence for the pavilion will be
exactly as indicated. This may result in a low yield because of the steep initial angle of Tier 1. An
alternative way to start this gem is to treat Tier 6 as a CAM preform, and use this to create an exact
girdle outline first. This will result in less material waste, with the shallower angle of Tier 6. This also
allows for a more rapid sizing of the width (W). Tier 6 may need final adjustment, but this will still be
straight forward. This is what I chose to do. It is entirely up to the cutter.
Once an exact girdle outline is created, cutting may proceed as indicated, through the grit sequences.
Tiers 4 and 5 will be the primary challenge of this gem. Each have three simultaneous meet-points,
and the facets are long, thin and delicate. Overcutting is a possibility with courser grits, so these
facets should not be cut in until 1200 or finer grit.
The crown is very straight forward as long as no errors were introduced in the girdle or pavilion.
Enjoy cutting this historical Old Mine design.
Test cut and evaluation by Jeff Theesfeld
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USFG 2021 Grand Master Cutting Notes

I cut this stone twice. The first time for a client, and sold it before I could take pictures. Both times I
experienced the same positive and negative issues. The preform that Jeff Theesfeld put together is a
CAM type preform. It worked well for establishing the culet point and the girdle outline. I adjusted
the angles in GemRay and Gem Cut Studio to be optimized for quartz, which you are allowed to do as
long as it doesn’t affect the Plan View.
The first time I cut it, everything went according to plan. The second time, it came off the dop. I could
not realign it as well as I hoped and ended up cutting it smaller than expected to get a true-to-design
stone.

The Positives
•

It’s a great classical design that uses the narrow mains common in today’s gemstone designs

•

The symmetry has a great look and cuts quickly

•

Even when I cut it in slightly sleepy lavender quartz, it shows lots of scintillation and looks very
bright

The Negatives
•

It’s in quartz. Quartz is annoying to cut. Polishing is easy, I use super cerium on a Matrix lap by
Gearloose

•

The table is 0.661 table to width ratio. Too big in my opinion. I like 0.5 and smaller. This might
sound like I am overly nitpicking, but the table views big. This is easy to change, but I can’t for an
official design. I’ll change it for the next time I cut this design

In summary, this is a good design. With very few modifications (smaller table), it would be a great
design. Eight mains on the crown make for a showy stone and it would be a fantastic piece in any
setting.
Jason Delk
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Comparison of Four Brands of Faceting Laps
By Roger Dery
Overview: We are attempting to showcase the outcomes from using four different brands of popular
faceting laps.
Purpose: This is not a scientific review but is designed to photographically display a real-world
scenario of typical outcomes of four different gem types using eight different laps commonly used in
gem cutting.
Methodology: To create the comparisons, we created four square gems in the following types: Topaz,
Amethyst, Aquamarine and Garnet. Each gem has two large step cut facets on each side allowing a
total of eight facets on each gem type to accommodate the eight types of laps. Facets will be similar
in size.

Incorporating a 96 Index Gear:
•
•
•
•

Side 96 will have one facet for each lap: Inland 600 and 1200.
Side 24 will have one facet for each lap: Crystalmet 600 and 1200.
Side 48 will have one facet for each lap: Hyper Edge 250 and 500.
Side 72 will have one facet for each lap: Adamas 32M and12M.

Grit Size or Rating – in noting the grit type or size range, each manufacturer has created their own
type or category. Therefore, the results may note or comment that one manufacturer’s result
simulate another manufacture’s size range results.
RPM – even though our machines can operate up to 1500 revolutions per minute, this speed is not
practical in everyday use. We chose to run the laps in the 600 to 700 RPM range.
Vibration and Balance – based on the RPM used, the balance of the operation was subjective since
we are only using one type of faceting machine. There are many types of faceting machines available
of varying weights, heft, manufacturing components and structural strength. This could be construed
as unwanted movement or some type of irregular action taking place due to anomalies in the
manufacturing process, or inconsistencies in the distribution in the density of each lap’s base
material. Prior to placing the lap on the platen, each surface was cleaned and inspected to ensure
there were no unwanted particles that could affect the outcome.

Manufacturer

Manufacturer Grit Size or Rating Cost per 8” Approximate Weight
Inland

600

$570-600

5lb 5oz

Inland

1200

$570-600

5lb 5oz

Crystalmet

600

$750-780

2lb 14oz

Crystalmet

1200

$750-780

2lb 14oz

Hyper Edge

250

$600

1lb 11oz

Hyper Edge

500

$600

1lb 11oz

Adamas Facet 32M

$475

8lb 2oz

Adamas Facet 12M

$465

8lb 2oz

(Continued on page 24)
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(Comparison of Four Brands of Faceting Laps, Continued from page 23)

Shown here is a comparison of the finish provided by the 600 grit Inland Sintered lap:

(Continued on page 25)
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(Comparison of Four Brands of Faceting Laps, Continued from page 24)

Shown here is a comparison of the finish provided by the 600 grit Crystalmet Sintered lap.

(Continued on page 26)
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(Comparison of Four Brands of Faceting Laps, Continued from page 25)

Shown here is a comparison of the finish provided by the 250 rated Hyper Edge lap.
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(Comparison of Four Brands of Faceting Laps, Continued from page 24)

Shown here is a comparison of the finish provided by the 32M rated Adamas lap.
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(Comparison of Four Brands of Faceting Laps, Continued from page 25)

Shown here is a comparison of the finish provided by the 1200 Inland Sintered lap.
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(Comparison of Four Brands of Faceting Laps, Continued from page 26)

Shown here is a comparison of the finish provided by the 1200 Crystalmet Sintered lap.
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(Comparison of Four Brands of Faceting Laps, Continued from page 27)

Shown here is a comparison of the finish provided by the 500 Hyper Edge type lap.
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(Comparison of Four Brands of Faceting Laps, Continued from page 28)

Shown here is a comparison of the finish provided by the 12M rated Adamas lap.
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(Comparison of Four Brands of Faceting Laps, Continued from page 29)

Comments: Inland Sintered laps
These are moderately heavy at just over 5 pounds and they come from the factory having been
dynamically balanced so that there is little to no flutter even at high speeds. The total thickness is a
robust .58”, but the diamond impregnated area is close to .24”. This thickness is substantial and will
allow this lap to last a long time, which is why the Inland will be considered and used as workhorsestyle laps especially the 600.

Comments: Crystalmet Sintered laps
The Crystalmet laps come in at just under 3 pounds with a thickness of roughly 3/16 inch. At this
dimension there is potential for some flutter as one approaches the perimeter of the lap, especially
noticeable at higher speeds. This could create unwanted additional work to be consistent in facet
placement and the facet depth. In addition, Crystalmet laps are priced higher than their competitors,
though you will not be disappointed with the finish left by the 1200 on quartz, beryl, tourmaline, and
other gems in the mid-range for hardness.

Comments: Hyper Edge
These are the lightest of the laps at just under 2 pounds, though it does not seem to be a hindrance.
In general, these laps leave the most consistent finish over the four gem types used in the exercise. It
should be noted that higher hardness gems at 8 Mohs and above, especially corundum, do not
respond as well on the Hyper Edge laps as the other brands. We do find it is well-suited for tackling
recutting and repair work as well as work on more delicate gems from sphalerite, apatite, scapolite,
peridot, and the feldspar group. If you facet quartz, going from the 500 directly to Cerium Oxide is an
ideal match up.

Comments: Adamas Sintered laps
The Adamas laps are finely balanced, though the heaviest of the four brands at about 8 pounds. The
heavier weight would usually be viewed as a benefit for most machines. However, someone
operating a very light-weight machine may be overpowered by the heft of these laps. They are priced
well under all the other makers and may be considered underpriced to the other brands. The Adamas
laps are especially well suited for working on higher hardness gems like corundum and the 32M
version is a great match for sapphire. These nearly indestructible laps will have a long history in any
faceters workshop.
Special note since we are working four different gem types: the finish from each lap type and grit size
can and often does leave a different finish on the different gem types. The number and variations of
the facet surface anomalies will also appear different based on the type of magnification that has
been employed. For all the photos in this publication the magnification varied slightly but was
between 7-8 power. And the lights used were three 13-watt Ottlite brand lamps that have a 5,000Kelvin rating, a daylight equivalent.
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Conclusion and acknowledgements
There are things to like and appreciate about all the laps used in this exercise. Some laps are truly
workhorses like the Inland 600 and Adamas 32M. If you are focused on finer work, then the Hyper
Edge 500 and Adamas 12M are key to success in this area. Those who focus on cost as the factor
important to them, then the Adamas followed by the Inland would be at the top of your list.

To locate laps mentioned in this article:
Adamas Facet
Premium Faceting Equipment and Supplies http://www.adamasfacet.com/
Crystalmet by Crystalite Corporation
Lapidary Mart: https://www.lapidarymart.com/products/crystalite-crystalmet-sintered-metal-bond-diamondlap- disks?variant=26613931208
Arrowhead Lapidary Supply: https://arrowheadlapidarysupply.com/products/6-crystalmet-by-crystalite/2710/
c33/
International Faceting Academy: https://facetingacademy.com/shop/crystalmet-sintered-diamond-laps/
Hyper Edge Laps by R & D Consultants
http://www.hyper-edge.com/about-our-company.html
Inland Products
Inland Products: https://inlandcraft.com/products/sintered-diamond-laps
The Rock Peddler: https://www.rockpeddler.com/product/inland-sintered-diamond-laps-8/
Cutting Edge Supply https://cuttingedgesupply.store/products
Arrowhead Lapidary Supply: https://arrowheadlapidarysupply.com/products/8-inland-sintered-diamondlaps/5819/c129/

I want to thank the United States Faceters Guild for the opportunity to provide the membership with
real world examples of what a faceter can expect from the major lap producers. In doing the exercise,
there was not any contact with any of the makers, nor had any of them approached me. All the laps
were on loan for the project by faceters just like you. Please note a special thank you and my
appreciation to Dennis Anderson, Dan Lynch and Anna Gilbert for allowing their laps to be used and
for being without them for a period of time. I also appreciate the assistance with composition and
editing skills provided by Ginger and Rachel Dery GG.
Happy Faceting!
Roger Dery
Roger Dery Gem Design
Royal Oak, Michigan
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Hunting for Rubies in Pailin and Chanthaburi
Exploring the Gem Mines of Cambodia and Thailand
By Justin K Prim
During the end of March and the beginning of April 2017, I was part of a gemology expedition
searching for gemstones that originate from mines in the Pailin/Chanthaburi area. Though in two
different countries, the region around Pailin, Cambodia and Chanthaburi, Thailand have a very
interrelated history when it comes to politics, mining, and geology.
Separated by about 90 km of road, the two regions consist of several inactive volcanoes and valleys
between them where most of the mining occurs. The Pailin/Chanthaburi region is most well-known
for Rubies and Sapphires but some other gemstones are found in the region as well.

Group shot of our team with a few Cambodian Soldiers, photo by a Cambodian Boy

Pailin, Cambodia
Our exploration of the region began on March 28, when we had breakfast at the Pailin gem market.
The market consists of several shops on and around the NR57, across from the stairs leading up to
the Phnom Yat Pagoda. There is one shop that is both a gem gallery and a restaurant and this is
where many of the gem merchants have breakfast together. This was our ritual for our entire stay in
Pailin: We would leave our hotel around 7:30am and head to this restaurant and get a table out
front. After a breakfast of noodle soup, the merchants would bring different parcels of stones for us
to see. Some we would buy; some we would turn away.
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(Hunting for Rubies in Pailin and Chanthaburi, continued from page 34)

Pailin is a quiet town with an equally laid-back gem market, so it was no problem for us to spend
several hours at this table looking at stones or to head to some of the adjoining gem shops for an
hour or two at a time. Our team leader, Vincent Pardieu, would use these opportunities to share a bit
of his wisdom about the local gem trade and about the stones that we would see. We saw many
parcels of low-grade corundum, small sapphires and rubies that had poor color and clarity. One thing
we learned was that around the year 2002 (if I remember correctly), gem burners in Chanthaburi
discovered how to treat the poorly colored corundums with heat and the chemical beryllium to
change them from cloudy bluish-red stones to clear, glowing orangish-red beauties. We saw many of
these treated rubies and the transformation was pretty remarkable. The rough, untreated stones are
essentially worthless because of their poor color and clarity but the treatment gave the stones a
fresh breath of life and in turn has reinvigorated the whole mining region as suddenly they have a
huge amount of previously worthless stones that they can treat and sell.

Vincent Inspecting a Parcel of Sapphires, photo by Justin K Prim

After breakfast on our first morning, we wanted to see some mines. Our mission was to collect
stones from as many of the local mines as possible. We needed to get them directly from the source
so they could be part of a research collection used for doing Origin Determination at a gemstone
laboratory. We had our guide Sovanny with us who is from Pailin and knows many of the merchants
and miners. She was able to arrange for us to visit quite a few different sites.
You can’t really talk about Pailin without talking about its history. Many of the mountainous jungle
mining sites we visited were quite dangerous because they are littered with undetonated landmines,
remnants of the war-torn era of the Khmer Rouge. Aside from the landmines, there is also a region of
protected land in the area known locally as “MJP land” (Maddox Jolie Pitt Foundation). One of
Angelina Jolie’s adopted sons is from Pailin so she set up a conservation area around his home village
to protect its jungles from being cut down and turned into foreign-owned plantations, as has
happened to so much of Cambodia in the last 50 years.
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Halo Trust Truck and Dangerous Landmine Sign, photo by Justin K Prim

Loaded in our van, we ventured into the protected MJP jungles inside the Samlot district to see what
we could find. En route, we saw a truck from the Halo Trust, a group that is working to find and
remove these landmines that injure and kill hundreds of people each year. We stopped to see the
truck and meet its driver. While there, we saw a ring of sandbags containing the undetonated mines
that they had recovered. It was a good reminder for us about how careful we had to be while
trekking through this jungle. Any straying from the roads and paths could result in the loss of a limb
at best.
Luckily, we had guides along the way and we were relatively safe the entire time. When the van
arrived at its first destination, we were greeted by a Cambodian military officer in uniform. He led us
through a jungle path to a river which we had to cross via a small canoe, five people at a time. Once
across, we continued along the small path until we reached another river where we discovered two
miners. One of the miners was 72 years old and he told us that he was the oldest miner in the area.

(Continued on page 37)
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(Hunting for Rubies in Pailin and Chanthaburi, continued from page 36)

Canoe River Crossing, photo by Justin K Prim

It seems that even though the land is protected from mining by MJP Trust, the local custodians of the
Trust have given permission to a handful of artisanal Cambodian miners to work. As long as the
mining groups are small, spread out, and don’t harm the environment, the conservation group allows
them to earn their living this way. This also helps the Trust, as the miners are a good source of up-todate information on what’s going on inside the protected area. Some of the miners have been here
for up to 15 years and they regularly move from place to place, looking for new spots to hunt for
stones. We were told that there were eight miners spread around the area when we visited.

(Continued on page 38)
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(Hunting for Rubies in Pailin and Chanthaburi, continued from page 37)

The Oldest Miner and the Soldier, photos by Justin K Prim

The technique we witnessed was one of the most simple and ancient methods of mining. The miner
gets into the cloudy yellow river which is about waist high with a sifting bag and a fine straining
basket and proceeds to sift through the dirt and mud at the bottom looking for precious stones. He
fills up his sifting bag with rocks and mud from the bottom and then pours that into his basket, where
he shakes and rinses it in the water, periodically lifting it up to see if anything colorful is left in the
basket. This is a very slow method of mining but it costs the miners nothing but their own time, so it’s
a potentially low-cost way for locals to make a living.
The miners eventually got out of the river to show us the stones they had found over the previous
weeks. We got to see a nice sample of about 15 small pinkish-red rubies, which we purchased. We
spent about 20 minutes talking to the miners on the bank of the river with the help of Sovanny as our
translator.

A Nice Pinkish Red Corundum Specimen, photo by Justin K Prim
(Continued on page 39)
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(Hunting for Rubies in Pailin and Chanthaburi, continued from page 38)

After departing from the two miners, the soldier led us to another site that was about ten minutes
away on foot. We met two other miners who were sifting through small pits that they had hand-dug,
looking for gemstones. We bought about 15 more pinkish rubies from one of the miners, which he
said was his yield from the previous week. After the second mining site, we continued on via
motorbikes and arrive at a third mining site that was being used by one miner. This was another
alluvial deposit in a river. I was told that this area had already been mined heavily by the Thai’s in
previous decades.
The path along the river was full of rocks and boulders that had been pulled out of the water by
previous miners. We walked a fair amount on this rocky path until we found the spot we were
looking for. One lone miner was situated in the water in a similar fashion to what we had seen earlier
in the day: He was using a basket and a tray to sift the rocks and mud looking for precious gemstones.
He had been working all morning and was getting tired but he was happy to let us watch him do his
work for a bit as he finished up for the day. Afterwards, he showed us what we had found recently
and we got to see more small pinkish red ruby specimens that we were learning were typical of the
area.

The Miner showing Vincent his Rubies, photo by Justin K Prim

After hanging out next to the river for a while, we rode with the soldiers on the back of the
motorbikes to our final stop which was a small jungle house where some miners and their families
were enjoying the evening. We looked at our final few parcels of local stones while the wives
prepared dinner for the miners. We inspected several parcels. New bags of stones kept appearing
from unseen pockets as soon as the previous ones were purchased. We left as the sun started going
down so we could avoid the mosquitos and the possibility of malaria.
(Continued on page 40)
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Pailin Day 2 — Market Day

Gem Deals around the Breakfast Table, photo by Justin K Prim

The weather was poor on the second day so the possibility of visiting a working mine and using the
camera equipment was low. We decided to spend the day looking through the market to see what
kind of stones people had been buying from the local miners in the last few months. The day started
as usual with local merchants bringing stones to us after breakfast. We spent a lot of time comparing
the unheated local rubies with the beryllium treated ones and reflecting on what it meant for the
gemstone industry to fear the idea of a heat-treated stones when maybe 90% of the stones coming
from this region are unsellable without some sort of treatment.

(Continued on page 41)
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Pailin Ruby before and after Heat Treatment, photo by Justin K Prim

One moment that I particularly enjoyed was when we visited a shop that had a couple of guys in the
back-faceting rubies and sapphires. As a gem cutter, I am always interested to see people of different
cultures cut in their unique way. The guys we saw had the stones attached to a dop with wax and the
dop was attached to a wooden hand piece, identical to the type we see in Thailand. The hand piece,
like a simple version of a Raytech-Shaw/Imahashi hand piece, would let the stone freely rotate. It
didn’t have indices but the faceter seemed to know how far to rotate the stone to get the index he
wanted. It could also adjust the angle of the stone though I never saw him doing that. He was going
fast and, as you can see, the tin can next to him had about 50 small dopped stones that he was
working on, one after another.

Cambodian Faceting Station, photo by Justin K Prim
(Continued on page 42)
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(Hunting for Rubies in Pailin and Chanthaburi, Continued from page 41)

It was great to get to see such a wide variety of corundum from the region. We also saw a lot of
stones that weren’t from the area. Those were interesting for the purpose of contrasting and
comparing to the local corundum but for our purposes we weren’t interested in buying stones from
other regions.
We spent a lot of time going back and forth between the natural rubies and the beryllium treated
ones. In the end, I found two small ones that had the exact color of a pumpkin that I am going to facet
and use for a Halloween “Jack-O-Lantern” themed ring. Both stones are from the Pailin area and were
heat treated in Chanthaburi. In the picture below, you can easily see how the natural stones on the
left have a bit too much blue in the red to really be called rubies and to be profitable. The beryllium
treatment takes out a lot of the blue from the stones leaving them with an orangish tint. The
treatment also heals the fractures in the rough stone meaning there is more clean stone to cut and so
in general you end up with bigger cut stones than what would have been possible with the unheated
material.

Local Pailin unheated Rubies on the left, Same Rubies with Beryllium Treatment on right, photo by Justin K
Prim

After a long morning at the market, we decided to pay our respects to the Phnom Yat Temple. We
crossed the street and trekked up the numerous stairs that lead to the top of the sleeping volcano.
This temple is especially important for the history of Rubies and Sapphires in Pailin. Once of the first
things you see when you get to the top is a statue of a golden otter playing with a rough stone. This
statue reflects the local legend that tells of how people first discovered the stones. The story says that
(Continued on page 43)
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Burmese merchants had come to the area and were hunting in the forest when they saw an old
woman who greeted them. They didn’t know it at the time, but this wasn’t actually a woman, it was a
nature spirit named Ye Yat. She told them that they shouldn’t kill the animals but if they went down to
the river, they would see something that would give them a better livelihood. The migrants went
down to the river and saw two otters playing with shiny stones, one blue, one red. The migrants knew
what the stones were and they started digging to find more rubies and sapphire.
Aside from the statue of the otter, there is also a small temple to the nature spirit woman, Ye Yat. The
locals bring offerings to her for giving their ancestors the inspiration that let them find the lucrative
stones that provided their families with money for generations.

The Otter and the Ruby at the Phnom Yat Temple, photo by Justin K Prim
(Continued on page 44)
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Pailin — Day 3

The River Miners, photo by Justin K Prim

On our last day in Pailin, we had breakfast at the market and then headed to one last mining site. It
wasn’t too far from the town center. We followed a road to the edge of town and turned down a dirt
path to follow the river. We parked and headed down the bank where we found two miners sitting in
the river looking for stones. This is a rare example of a mining site that is renewable. The miners have
dug pits in the middle of the river with a ring of rocks around it so that as the river current passes their
pits, it would drop the heavy rocks down in them. The miners use a shovel with a long handle to pull a
pile of rocks from their pit and put them sifting baskets and then sift in the same fashion that we had
witnessed at the previous mines we visited. They only mine in the river during the dry season because
during the rainy season, the water is too deep and they can’t safely sit in the river anymore.

Mining Buddies in the River, photo by Justin K Prim
(Continued on page 45)
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After we observed the miners for a while they got out of the water and showed us the collection of
stones that they had found in the past weeks. Both of the guys were in good spirits and smiled and
laughed a lot as we negotiated prices for their findings. We were able to get samples from both
miners and also hear stories about life as a miner and we also heard a horror story because one of the
miners was missing a foot. He told us he used to harvest bamboo and one day he stepped on a
landmine and lost his foot. Now, he must walk with a large stick so most types of jobs would not be
possible for him. Luckily, he figured out that he could easily sit in the water all day and now he makes
his living as a river miner.

Vincent Negotiating Prices with a Happy Miner, photo by Justin K Prim

(Continued on page 46)
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Chanthaburi, Thailand

The Sun Rises over Chanthaburi, photo by Justin K Prim

Our journey in the Chanthaburi side of the border started at the temple on top of the Khao Ploy Waen
Volcano. The name of the volcano translates as “Mountain Gemstone Ring.” The ring around the
volcano is the area where you find the gemstones.
In the distant past, magma from the then-active volcano brought gemstones with it to the surface and
then when the gem bearing magma cooled, it turned into basalt rock. The corundum was stuck inside
the new basalt and frequently are etched from their exposure to the hot magma. Sometimes there
are other minerals in the basalt, too.

In Burma, they build their temples on top of mountains in order to give respect to the spirits of the
mountain, prevent earthquakes, and keep the local spirits happy when they start mining. Burma has
many earthquakes and the Burmese believe the earthquakes are caused by underground snakes, so
they do whatever they can to appease these spirits. Since this region of Thailand was settled by
Burmese miners, their customs migrated with them and now Chanthaburi also has mountaintop
temples. This hill and its temple are sacred to the local people and therefore this hill itself has never
been mined.
From the top of this temple, we could see mines all around us. We had heard time and again that
(Continued on page 47)
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there no more mining in Chanthaburi. Even on our way up to the top we met a local man who told us
that there hasn’t been mining in the area in over 20 years. Little did he know that from the top you
could see at least 8 working mines if you look toward the east.

Eastern View from the top of Khao Ploy Waen, photo by Justin K Prim

Mine #1: Slope of Khao Ploy Waen

Mine on the Slope of Khao Ploy Waen, photo by Justin K Prim

The first mine we visited was run by a Mr. S and his wife along with one business partner who knows
about mining engineering. The mining land is adjacent to their home, so every year, they use an
excavator and dig a huge hole somewhere around their house and spend the dry season sifting
through the giant dirt pile, eventually returning all the dirt back into the hole, minus all the sapphires
and rubies that they pull out.
(Continued on page 48)
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The Hill Slowly Liquifying, photo by Justin K Prim

We had a great day with the miners. We got to get involved with the mining process instead of just
watching. The mine can be run with just two people, one man shooting the pile of dirt with a water
hose and another person on top of the washing plant, keeping big stones out of the pulsating jig that
collects the precious corundum and making sure everything is running smoothly. We arrived just as
they were starting the day. Essentially, they want to liquify the entire pile of dirt and send it through
the washing station but this takes time so they attack the hill, bit by bit. They use recycled rainwater to
spray, so it’s a great example of using as many nature-provided resources as is possible for mining.

(Continued on page 49)
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The Miners Teaching Me Their Techniques, photos by Vincent Pardieu

After watching the miners work for a bit to understand their process, they invited us to take charge
with the water hose and start liquifying the dirt mound. As the water turns to mud, it runs downhill
into the washing plant where it gets sorted. The big rocks which are never valuable are pulled out by
hand and are thrown into the giant pit below. The excess water also runs into the pit, eventually
returning to the top via a water pump. As we traded positions, I took a turn pulling out all the big
rocks from the sliding mud so that the guy on the washing plant would have less work to do. While
doing this I noticed a flash of gold that I had seen on some of the other rough from this mine and I
pulled it out, revealing a huge sapphire. It was a very satisfying feeling. Vincent said he had never
before seen anyone pull a big sapphire out of the mud like that. We later bought the stone for
research purposes.
Once the pulsating jig was full, the miners turned off the water and let the washing plant empty. Then
they started the next step which was sifting through the small pebbles in the machine and pulling out
all the corundums and throwing out all the rocks. Once this had been down, we washed up a little bit
and met near a table towards the house. We sat down with the miners and looked at everything that
had been found today and everything that had been found in the recent weeks, to try and put
together a parcel of stones that we wanted to buy.
(Continued on page 50)
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Kim and Alexey Looking at a Nice Yellow Sapphire Specimen that was just Found, photo by Justin K Prim

While looking at all the rough stones from the mine, we learned that in the west part of the Pailin/
Chanthaburi area, there are lots of star sapphires. These stones are big, dark, and have a high
concentration of iron which causes needles and platelets to form in the stone, creating the star
phenomenon. Sometimes, the needles and platelets are organized in two different directions, creating
two different 6 ray stars which makes a 12-day star. Depending on the concentration of the trace
elements in the stone, sometimes the two different stars are slightly different colors. By Contrast, on
the Pailin side, there are no needles, only particles which refract light and create a silky looking stone.

(Continued on page 51)
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Mine #2: Bon Ka Cha

Bon Ka Cha Mine, photo by Justin K Prim

After purchasing our stones and leaving the first mine, we jumped in the van and rode to a second
Khao Ploy Waen called Bon Ka Cha. mine the soil composition of the Bon Ka Cha mine was very
different than the previous mine we visited. Where the corundum was being extracted from soil, here
they were finding them in a layer of pyroclastic ash that rested a foot or two below the ground. The
swampy area was under water 100 years ago and we found lots of marine evidence. Shells of all sizes
littered the top soil.
The scale of Bon Ka Cha was huge compared to the little family mine we had just seen. This one was
using several excavators to move soil and expand the giant hole they were working in. The mine is
large but its operation is relatively straightforward. The excavators are all making large piles of dirt by
scraping down the edges of the hole, making it bigger in the process. Once excavator takes these piles
and places them in the trommel. They need a trommel here because the dirt has clay in it and is too
sticky to be directly mixed into mud.

The Excavator Placing Pyroclastic Ash Dirt into the Trommel, photo by Justin K Prim
(Continued on page 52)
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The trommel spins the dirt with water, essentially working to sift the dirt into powder and
simultaneously mix it with water. The consistency has to be perfect for the mixture to be able be
pumped away. A water pump and pipe take the mud up the hill and into the washing plant.
Once the mud mix reaches the washing plant, gravity pulls it into the pulsating jig. Just like the
previous mine, the heavy material falls to the bottom and the lighter material and dirt gets washed
into the pond. Once the pulsating jig is full or the day is over, they turn everything off and open up the
jig to reveal all the stones that the plant has collected for the day. They them fill up bags with the
rocks and take them to another location to sort. Since the operation is so big, the bags are large and
numerous.

The Washing Plant, photo by Justin K Prim

During the course of the day we met the owner of the Bon Ka Cha, Mr. Rainbow. He is a senator for
Chanthaburi government and has been a miner at this location for over 30 years. Mr. Rainbow told us
he thinks the mine has 5 more years of production left in it. He is also about to start a mining
operation in Pailin.

(Continued on page 53)
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Mine #3: Rehabilitated Mine on the Slope on Khao Ploy Waen

Rehabilitated Mine on the Slope on Khao Ploy Waen, photo by Justin K Prim

The final mine we went to was not actually a mine. It was a field that used to be a mine but the
landowners had filled in the holes and turned it into a banana plantation once the mine had stopped
producing gemstones. The whole site had been transformed into something that was still useful and
profitable for the land owners. This was a great example of a conservation friendly mining practice,
where the land was used to harvest gems but it was not at all destroyed and now remains important
for the local economy. This is a somewhat common occurrence in this part of the world. The volcanic
soil the comprises the area is very rich in minerals and very fertile. The banana is usually the first thing
to be planted after mining as it’s good for reconditioning the soil and preparing it for future crops such
as durian, papaya, and dragon fruit.
This mine was our final stop for the expedition. We took our last photos and wrote down our last
notes just before a storm rolled in. We headed back to our hotel to pack our bags and head to the bus
terminal to hire a van to take us back to Bangkok. All in all, it was a great trip, a great adventure, and a
total success. We learned a lot, got many stone samples, and made new friends.

(Continued on page 54)
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The Banana That Grows from Old Sapphire Soil, photo by Justin K Prim

Map of Mines Visited in the Chanthaburi / Pailin Region, map by Justin K Prim
(Continued on page 55)
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A Birthday Stone for Michael
As Told by a Citrine to Simone Mühlbayer, who wrote down the story.
A long time ago, I don’t know where or when, I was woken up and suddenly found myself with a lot
of my brothers and sisters seeing light for the first time. After a lot of travelling, we were sold on to a
jeweler in Idar-Oberstein (Germany) and then we vanished in his safe for many, many years.
Finally, a lady was interested in myself and my brothers and sisters. Initially she only wanted to buy
some of us but when she was offered all of us at a reduced rate, she bought every one and we could
stay together. We were so happy!

The lady, whom we came to know as Simone, decided to design a very special stone for her father
Michael’s 82nd birthday. The design was loosely based on a standard round brilliant, well, at least for
the pavilion. The challenge was to design a stone with 82 facets, one for each year. This meant a 9fold or 18-fold symmetry depending on the row of facets, as without the table there are 81 facets
left.
Simone chose a 72-index wheel and experimented with the angles until she found a suitable option
for a 9-fold tiny little star within a small star within a larger star using GemCad and GemRay software. She experimented with 9-fold and 18-fold girdles and finally decided on an 18-fold girdle.

Small variations of the angles had large impact on the rendered images (see examples below). The
colour of the rendered images were in the standard setting to enable a comparison of the images.

(Continued on page 57)
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Simone chose the design corresponding to the lower right image as she felt the contrast would make
the stone more interesting.
She then had to elect a stone. All of us presented ourselves from our best side and tried to hide our
cracks and notches. We were anxious, who would be the lucky one?
It was me! I couldn’t believe it. I felt so happy to be chosen for her dad’s 82nd birthday present. I had
plenty of rough edges and I knew, that I had to lose a lot of weight, get in shape and needed a serious
make-over, but I was up for this.

To start with it got very uncomfortably hot as she put some scorching hot wax on me and further
heated me with a blow torch. She then attached me to some brass stick which she called a dop stick,
a bit unpleasant, but the things we do to become beautiful! She put the dop stick into the quill of her
faceting machine to start my beauty-treatment. Being upside down really took some getting used to.
Then came various stages of peeling - She called
it grinding away. Using increasingly finer diamond
-bonded metal laps got me into shape. That was
actually a bit painful, especially around the girdle
but it did give me a fine waist line.
She kept checking up on me and I felt like I was
under a microscope – Well, actually it was a 10
times magnifying glass.
Finally, she gave me the finishing touch with a
cerium oxide per-specs lap. Now I was sparkling,
well, at least my bottom half was.
I really wasn’t looking forward to this blow torch
again. This time she attacked me from both sides
and called it transferring. At some stage, I had two, believe it or not, two brass sticks attached to me,
but not for very long. She took the first one off and put me back into the quill – This time, at least,
the right way up.
Then she started on my top, she called it crown, and what a crown it turned out to be. After the
aforementioned diamond laps and cerium oxide lap, my crown was sparkling as well. I was finally
finished!
But then this blow torch again! At least, only to finally remove this annoying brass stick from me.
(Continued on page 58)
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Then a bit of a final touch-up in form of a relaxing
bath of acetone to get rid of the last traces of
wax and I was ready for display. My weight has
dropped from 55.5 ct (11.1 g) to 10 ct (2 g), 18 %
of my original weight. My waist line now
measures 15.5 mm and I am 9.8 mm tall.
I was bedded on a nice white cushion in a little
per-specs display case and felt like a queen.
When Simone presented me to her dad, he fell in
love with me straight away.
My new home is now in Aachen (Germany) on a
table close to where her dad spends a lot of time.
The make-over, the losing weight, the pains and
the getting in shape was definitely worth it and every time Michael looks at me, he thinks of his
daughter.

I have since heard that one of my sisters is living nearby at her mother’s house. She was her mother’s
79th birthday present, but this is another story.
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Rough Sources and Recuts
By Chuck Gartmann
In a previous article I wrote regarding rough purchases and what to look for in those pieces (Buy or
Pass: Facet Rough Considerations, USFG newsletter, Vol 30, No.3); the intended audience here is the
same: Professional cutters, amateurs, and those currently in between. In this article I extend sources
of rough material to cut stones, set or not. Possible sources include: Estate sales, flea markets, garage
sales, foreign cut stones at shows, jewelers with cracked, chipped or scratched stones, and auctions. I
intend to show you how you can take advantage of these sources, using a systematic approach. Since
quality rough is so hard to get, these sources can be thought of as ready-made preforms. Obviously,
you will need to have well developed cutting skills, as well as very good gem identification abilities to
avoid buying mistakes. Detailed notes are an absolute necessity! I recommend sticking to the big
three gems (emeralds, rubies, sapphires), or high dollar-per-carat stones, due to the time involved in
using the procedures that I describe below. The more you practice this approach, the easier it will
become.
Your first problem with an already-cut stone is twofold: No cutting instructions or indices, and no
angles. Solving these two problems is the core of this article. First, I will address angles. When we
know the gem species we can get cutting angles from the various listings, however, those do not
solve the problem when dealing with already cut stones. You could attempt to use the “universal
angles “as suggested by Gerald L. Wykoff, but they will not solve the problem either. This issue is
especially acute when dealing with the foreign cut stones. Those stones have traditionally been cut
for maximum yields on “jam peg” set ups, where no set angles or indices are used. Each piece of
rough, therefore, should be approached as a stand-alone cutting project. Now digital technology can
come to the rescue.
Most faceters are aware of laptops and digital microscopes these days. But how many of you realize
that the software that comes with these tools will allow them to be used as a camera, microscope,
linear measuring device and an angle measuring device? The angle problem becomes a simple setup
procedure. Set up the scope so you are looking down a facet plane by rotating your stone in your
fixture. This view is where you will measure your angles.

(Continued on page 61)
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Figure 1 shows the set up
for capturing a stones
image.
The girdle or table edge
becomes the baseline from
which an angle
measurement can be made.
Figure 2 is a shot of the
software’s working window
and stone image.
After you have captured
that image, select the angle
function. The angles are
gotten automatically by
drawing two lines, shown in
red, on the image. Next,
work your way around the
stone, measuring angles for
break facets, stars, and
mains, writing the angles
down as you go. Practice on
stones you have cut,
because knowing the angles
will allow you to check the
accuracy of your
measurements and set up.
Also seen in Figure 1 is my
stone holding jig, which is
simply my dopping fixture.
The dopped stone is used in
the measurement example
(Continued on page 62)
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described above. The round clay faced dopping disk (in Figure 1 on the right side) can be used to hold
loose stones or settings with stones in place. You could also use your faceting machine with a dopped
stone, set up to serve as your jig. Set stones may or may not work in the clay dop set up, depending
on the prong positions of the setting. Angle checks can be done with set stones, but less information
may be gotten due to prong locations. The size of the stone is not an issue since there is a zoom
feature built into most microscopes to aid the viewing of facets. You may want to dop any loose
stones for convenience. To remove a stone from its setting without damage, you are going to want a
prong lifting tool to help free the stones. Check jewelry suppliers on the internet or other vendors
such as Kingsley North for a lifting tool. Digital microscopes are available from Amazon and vendors
such as “Amscope” where they list one: SKU:UTP200X003MP on sale for $33.99 at the time this
article was written. I do not know the quality of that scope, but they do state it does angle
measurements. Make sure your selection does as well. I paid $99.00 for one I have, and it works
quite well. Cost can be $150 and up. Check your operating system to ensure it works with the chosen
microscope.
Now, with the angles in hand the next step is to find the indices.
The following suggested procedure works best on medium to large cut stones. However, make use of
that zoom feature on your microscope camera, it really aids the process. Measuring indices on
smaller stones for each facet does become a bit more involved. But we can use a trick illustrated by
the table alignment dop fixture set
up in Figure 3 to locate the facet
indices. It is the same process for
any cut stone, so set up is the key!
The table dop is mounted in the
machine, indexed at the usual zero
or the largest index on the wheel.
Then it is lowered down very close
to the master lap. A thin slit is
viewed between the dop and the
lap, positioning a light shining from
the backside aids checking flat
alignment to the lap. It is much
easier to see the procedure in the
photograph in Figure 3.
(Continued on page 63)
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Rotating the table dop an index left or an index right from the parallel flat position, take note of the
affect each change has on the slit’s angle to the lap. When the slit is equally spaced and parallel to
the lap, you will be on the right index or very close. Since foreign cut facets depend on the accuracy
of the jam peg design, the cutters hand pressure and rotational pressure, facets may reference on ½
indices or worse, resulting in their being slightly off compared to our machined facet heads.
When working with your stone you will have to take a guess at the initial index then step your way
towards that correct index. Another hint, since you will have measured your stone using a precision
jeweler’s caliper, which you do need (see Figure 4), you can reference the dimensions or ratios of
your mystery stone by referring to a diagram from Long and Steele’s Meetpoint faceting series
collection. These volumes cover the major cut stone designs with cutting instructions, stone ratios
and sizes. Find the design closest to your stone dimensions and you have potential indices for the
facets to serve as a starting point for measurements made from the jig set up! This may be tedious,
but it may be much quicker and better than a wild guess. Some trial-and-error is usually needed to
get it right.
Any cutting or recutting may raise
serious questions, such as, “How much
carat weight will I be losing”?
Fortunately, formulas are available to
calculate estimated carat weights of set
or loose cut stones. These formulas are
the ones used by jewelers, pawn shops
and anyone buying set jewelry pieces to
evaluate carat weight. One such formula
for an oval stone is: Length x Width x
Depth x Specific Gravity x .0020 = Carat
Weight. All these formulas use this
format. Each of them includes a shape factor, such as the .0020 above, that accounts for the cut
stone’s shape. The formulas can be found, on the internet at: IGS, Dendritics.com, Gemology Online,
and Jewelry.com, which also has a formula for scissor cuts. All these listings are exactly alike so they
are basically public knowledge. You are going to want a three decimal place calculator and that
precision caliper shown Figure 4. Note carat weight is only estimated using these formulas, so be
aware of this fact. To determine carat loss from recutting or repair work, run the carat estimate
formula using a recut “what if” stone. In other words, for example, take a ½ mm off, or any other
(Continued on page 64)
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value, from the actual measured dimensions of your gemstone. Then run the simulated stone
numbers thru the formula. Subtract that carat weight from the real carat value and make a
percentage calculation to arrive at an estimate of your carat loss that would result by recutting the
stone.
Another use for these formulas is establishing a value estimate for the completed jewelry piece. So,
once you have the stone carat weight for the stone you can calculate the gold value by converting
everything to ounces and subtracting out the stones weight. You will need a kit of gold carat streak
pics to check gold content of jewelry pieces, check Kingsley North again. This is necessary because
even though a stamped carat value says 14-carat gold it may not be. Gold jewelry from Southeast
Asia has frequently been “short carated”. For instance, the stamp may say 14-carat when it’s actually
10-carat. I was burned on a deal in Tucson buying a set of emerald earrings, where one was white
gold and the other turned out to be silver; but at least the stones were both real emeralds. My
Mistake! The earrings were from a well-known vendor as well; so buyer, do your homework. Do not
assume anything from appearances—fraud is not unknown in the jewelry industry! Unfortunately,
that is an understatement.
Here are some guidelines to aid you in your evaluation of a potential acquisition:
•

Early 20th century estate jewelry may include mis-identified stones or synthetics! Recall that
synthetics have been around since the early 1900’s, starting with corundum. One
misidentification story relates how a large red stone, thought to be a ruby, when properly
identified was in fact a large spinel! Gem identification and associated equipment did not become
common until the 1930’s. Due to this fact you must be very thorough during your evaluation.

•

Any settings that have prongs above the table are suspect. In this position you cannot get a
proper Refractive Index reading.

•

Foreign cutters facet millions of carats of synthetic every year, those stones have to be going
somewhere! Watch out for those big mall jewelers. I have seen synthetics and enhanced stones
sold as natural.

•

Run your own checks whenever possible.

•

If you are not sure of the ID, don’t buy that stone or piece of jewelry.

•

Always negotiate the price. Chips, fractures, and scratches lower the price tremendously.

•

Don’t slip by telling the seller that you cut stones, plan on re-polishing or re-cutting the one you
are looking at. Remember knowledge is power, to use a cliché.
(Continued on page 65)
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•

Always ask if you can do any tests, such as using a refractometer. You will need to explain clearly
how the test works. Even then they will probably not allow you to use one.

•

Learn how to identify gold filled and gold plated settings. You should also develop an eye for the
gold carat colors and learn how to use gold streak testing or other gold test kits. Check the daily
spot gold prices for 24 carat gold, calculating a price for 18, 14, and 10 carat gold.

•

The gold jewelry market is known to have problems with short-carat jewelry pieces, even though
the stamps may say 14 carat it may not be. Older pieces may not be stamped at all!

•

All venues will have issues, so do your homework. Remember, sales are going to be final. I have
not even touched on silver, since quality stones will be more likely to be set in gold, but so will the
synthetics and fakes!

•

You will need to learn how to remove stones from prong settings using a special tool.

•

Always practice on cheap settings and stones, this should be obvious.

You may not want to go down this road due to a lot of homework, risk and money involved to use
this process successfully. As you can see, there are a lot of things to remember.
A concluding thought, you can set up Excel files for all formulas etc., save any written references to
and load up GT Pro software on a small notebook or laptop to take with you adding it to your
traveling Gem ID kit. There is a lot to know and remember, but there is also great opportunity for the
enterprising faceter.
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Resources for Gems, Faceting, Design and Materials
Organizations
US Faceters Guild
Accredited Gemologists Association
American Gem Trade Association

Education & Information
Amateur Gemstone Faceting: Faceting books and designs: http://www.facetingbook.com/index.html
Faceting Lessons available from Mark Oros: https://www.hashnustones.com/learn-to-facet.html
GRS (Gem Research in Switzerland): http://gemresearch.ch/
Gemological Institute of America (GIA): GIA (Gemological Institute of America) is offering one complementary
online lesson free on many subjects: https://www.gia.edu/gem-education/try-elearning
Gemology Information Videos: Gemlogic - https://www.youtube.com/user/gemlogicorg/
Gemology Project
History of American Gem Cutting by Justin K Prim (2 hours): https://youtu.be/TsNWYZxZwTQ

International Gem Society gemology resources: https://www.gemsociety.org/gemology/
The International Faceting Academy
PHYS.Org: For a wide variety of technical news including Optics: https://phys.org/physics-news/opticsphotonics/

Faceting Designs
Faceting Diagrams: http://www.facetdiagrams.org/database/
USFG Site with Diagrams: https://usfacetersguild.org/faceting-diagrams/
Gemology Project: http://www.gemologyproject.com/
A few of Tom Herbst’s designs: http://www.boghome.com/TomsPages/MyDesigns/index.html

(Continued on page 69)
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Lapidary Supplies*
Adamas Facet: Location for faceting laps and material for faceting: http://adamasfacet.com/
Dop Stick Supplier: Roy Van Meter: https://www.facebook.com/roy.vanmeter.1?
sk=wall&fref=gs&dti=326226187513442&hc_location=group_dialog
Gearloose, LLC: Faceting Laps and Services, by Jon Rolfe - https://gearloose.co/
The Rock Peddler (One can purchase Jeff Graham’s designs here): https://www.rockpeddler.com/

Facet Rough*
Creative Gems – Warren Harris: http://creativegems.com/
Hashnu: https://www.hashnustones.com
Intimate Gems: https://www.facebook.com/minedirect/
Joe Henley Rough: https://joehenleyrough.com/
John Garsow: https://johngarsow.com/
Lab-created and Synthetic Stones from RusGems: https://rusgems.com/
Milstead Gemstones: https://www.milsteadgemstones.com/
Mine Direct: www.minedirect.com
New Era Gems: https://www.neweragems.com/. Also check out Steve Ulatowski on Facebook—they have
great live sales.
Tom Schneider: https://tmsgems.com/

Software for Gemstone Design
Gem Cut Studio: https://gemcutstudio.com/
GemCad and GemRay: https://www.gemcad.com/

* USFG does not receive any renumeration from these vendors. They are listed as potential resources for
things you may need, based on the experience of some of our members. As with any purchase however, you
assume all risk. There is no warranty implied. All resources are listed in alphabetic order.
If you would like a link to be considered for inclusion in this list, please send it to editor@usfacetersguild.org.
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USFG Membership and Publications Information
Just a reminder: Update your email address!
To enable you to take full advantage of your membership benefits we may occasionally need to send
special notices regarding proposed changes or other Guild business. Please be sure to notify us of any
changes to your email address.

Member Dues, Application & Renewal
Please help us grow by encouraging your fellow faceters to join the USFG. Membership dues are an
incredibly reasonable $18 per year (USD) and are be paid via PayPal or a check made out to the USFG
Treasurer.
New Members – Become a new member by going to: https://usfacetersguild.org/become-a-member.
Once there, if you prefer not to use PayPal, you may scroll down the page and print a membership
form, enclose a check, and send it to our Treasurer at the address listed. The advantage to using
PayPal is instant access to the member sections of our website.
Renewing Members – Using your email or user ID and password, login to our website. Your
membership expiration date and the renewal button can be found at the My Account/Subscriptions
page. You will receive an email reminder to renew one week before your membership expires.

Please be sure to keep your email current. Email changes are especially important—that is our
primary means of contacting our members.
Questions about your membership should be sent to: membership@usfacetersguild.org

Newsletter Policy
The USFG Newsletter is published quarterly in March, June, September and December. It is available
on the USFG website to all paid members of the Guild. A notice will be posted to the website when
the newsletter is uploaded.
Submissions or correspondence concerning content should be sent to the editor at
editor@usfacetersguild.org
We are always looking for new ideas and contributions. If you would like to make a suggestion or
submit an article for publication, please e-mail the editor. Just remember, we are ALL volunteers, so
to allow sufficient time articles should be submitted 30 days prior to publication dates if possible.
Share your knowledge with your fellow members! We are all here to learn!
On the following page are format descriptions for contributions for use by the USFG in all articles and
publications that are desired for use by the USFG.
(Continued on page 71)
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Specific text for protection of the USFG and other organizations sharing the information from the
USFG in their publications:
The USFG welcomes and encourages contributions to its newsletter and other published documents.
We are always looking for interesting and new contributions to share. Any contributions from other
published sources must be acknowledged by a declaration to the USFG that specific permission is
granted from the authors to use their material. The information written by USFG member
contributors is copywritten by the USFG but is released to the public.

Contributions should be submitted electronically to editor@usfacetersguild.org.

___________________________________________________________________________
The United States Faceters Guild (USFG), claims copywrite of specifically only the USFG created and
published and distributed articles and documents, such as this “UNITED STATES FACETERS GUILD
NEWSLETTER”. The released articles and documents are intended for the United States Faceters Guild
membership and are distributed to our paid membership. Other organizations’ or contributors’
copywritten articles published by the USFG with their permission are not included as USFG
copywritten material. If other organizations or contributors are not willing to release their
contributions to the public, these contributions will not be included in USFG publications or released
for distribution.
The following disclaimer is provided to encourage readers and authorized distributors to understand
the publications.
While this publication is the official organ of the (USFG), United States Faceters Guild, published
opinions and any information contained in articles republished from other publications by permission
are not necessarily those of the USFG or USFG officers. In addition, neither the USFG, nor USFG Board
of Directors or those acting as agents of the USFG, such as “UNITED STATES FACETERS GUILD
NEWSLETTER” are responsible for liability arising from errors, omissions or mistakes contained in all
published and distributed articles and documents and the readers are warned to proceed cautiously,
especially with respect any technical information or advice for which the USFG’s Board of Directors
and those acting as agents of the USFG publishes or provides, as such, the USFG does not warrant the
accuracy and disclaims all liability. Articles and materials from other organizations published by the
USFG are not those of USFG officers or agents.
Other organizations that wish to publish and/or distribute USFG’ specific content must gain written
permission with explicit statement of timeframe they are being granted for the other organizations’
us of USFG publication material. The other organizations’ published content, after granting, shall be
identified in such distribution by acknowledging the following language; “Provided by the UNITED
STATES FACETERS GUILD and distributed with written permission”.
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Officers, Board of Directors and Staff
Elections were held in January 2020, at our Annual Membership Meeting, for new Officers and Board
Members. Two year positions are Secretary, Treasurer and three Board Members.

Officers 2020

Appointed Staff

President: Tom Mitchell
Vice President: Dan Lynch
Secretary: Sherri Houston
Treasurer: Tom Halstead

Historian: Jeff Theesfeld
Editor: Dennis Anderson
Associate Editor: Jessica White

Board of Directors
Bill Poland
Howard Bromley
Kell Hymer
Jason Delk
Casey Trump
Dennis Anderson
Ryan Quantz

John Bayer
William Wilkie
Dr. Vincent Bishop
John Cassity
Juris Peterson
Cal Thomas
Austin McThorn
Everett G. Brake
Jenny Clark
Jerry Newman
Jack B. Lewis
John Maine
Verner Tovrea
Ralph Mathewson

Jack Gross
Richard Golden
Brian Maxwell
James Clarke
Robert Long
Jean A. Marr
Ernie Hawes
Al Balmer
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